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Characterization of power quality transient phenomena
of DC railway traction supply
Andrea Mariscotti
Università di Genova, Via Opera Pia 11A, 16145 Genova, Italy

DC railways are considered as an example of a complex distribution network, featuring distributed supply and moving loads. The
Power Quality phenomena affecting traction voltage are many, steady and transient, depending on the converter operations at
substations and on‐board vehicles. A classification is proposed and a discussion follows of the correct methods for their quantification,
with reference to related standards and to the vast background related to ac networks. The characterization of PQ is related on one
side to ripple and fluctuation of the pantograph variables for supply purposes, and on the other side to the appearance of specific
components relevant for interference to signaling on the track. Considerations and conclusions are based on a large amount of
measured waveforms, recorded on the Italian railway networks, and are aimed at contributing to the forthcoming standards on
traction supply quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Power Quality (PQ) in railways encompasses a variety of
phenomena, steady and transient: harmonic components
(characteristic of the substation rectifiers), other similar
components (not harmonically related to the supply frequency
on the feeding ac side of substations, but caused by on-board
converters and drives) and low frequency voltage fluctuations
(due to more or less periodic load cycles) are examples of the
first kind; steep current absorptions (in the form of the inrush
current following the pantograph rise) and line voltage
variations (due for example to pantograph bounce), and
complex changes of modulation patterns (due to various types
of transients, sudden tractive efforts and braking, wheel slip and
slide, etc.) are examples of the second kind.
PQ in railway traction systems is relevant for several reasons:
line voltage variations have influence on the pantograph voltage
perceived by the single rolling stock and its performance [2];
harmonic distortion in combination with traction line
impedance can trigger line voltage instability [2]; uncommon
components in the absorbed current spectrum may lead to
interference to signalling circuits when flowing back to
substation as return current through the rails. More generally
the PQ compatibility of a rolling stock unit with a railway
network is recognized as electrical interoperability, part of the
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overall interoperability, aiming at ensuring the safe and efficient
circulation across different railway networks in different
countries, such as those of the European Union.
PQ properties and definitions are reviewed in section 2 with
reference to standards and distinguishing those phenomena that
are peculiar of dc distribution. In section 3 these elements are
revisited and alternative methods are considered for their
calculation. In section 4 measured data are used to verify both
the considered methods and the relevance of the PQ issues
occurring on real railway networks.
2. REVIEW OF POWER QUALITY PHENOMENA
Definition and analysis of PQ phenomena in ac railways are
easier because they may be derived from ac supply networks [3],
notwithstanding the different supply frequency, the distribution
scheme and the presence of moving loads. In ac railways the
emissions from substations and rolling stock are all of the
harmonic type with reference to the common supply frequency
[4], featuring a stability that is slightly worse than that of
country-wide power grids [5][6]. In dc railways there is no such
a synchronizing element and the emissions are harmonically
related to independent sources: the substation keeps supplied
by the dedicated feeders derived from the country-wide power
grid, while for the rolling stock the motor frequency and the
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switching frequency of dc/dc converters and inverters are the
reference. The time window and the frequency resolution for
spectrum analysis are thus not immediately following [3].
For ac and dc railways, besides power quality issues related
to harmonic disturbance and their composition [4], network
resonance and traction line - rolling stock interaction [7]-[9], a
very basic requirement that impacts on train performance and
service efficiency is the voltage level “seen” by the train
pantograph, called useful voltage. The useful voltage Uav,u is
defined in the EN 50388 [2] for dc railway systems as the
average value of the mean value of the pantograph voltage Vp
(i.e. dc component) over a well-defined geographical area of the
national network and for one or several trains. Thus, there is a
distinction between the Uav,u(zone), for the average operation
made over all the circulating trains in a given zone, and
Uav,u(train), for the average operation made for one train over a
predetermined journey or its timetable. The measurement data
collected in the past and that will be used for the following
analysis were all recorded on a single train and thus allow the
calculation of Uav,u(train) only.
In general, PQ concept may be extended to a series of
phenomena, steady and transient, that may have relevance for
the whole railway network: impact on, and possible
interference, to signalling circuits is required to be evaluated by
analyzing the pantograph current spectrum against a so-called
limit mask [10][11]. The analysis parameters are more or less
fixed by the different national procedures adopted by the
various administrations, yet there is no agreement on how to
distinguish transient events: they bring non-characteristic
spectral components and in some cases they are simply
“recognized” and excluded from the analysis [12]. The focus
here is on the identification of these phenomena on long-term
recordings, so that they can be properly treated (in some cases
processed separately, or used for the specific analysis of
transient interference or simply discarded).
At dc it is not possible to use the fundamental period to
derive an indication of the correct time window, both for
harmonics and for the computation of the mean value. The
time window duration has however a strong influence on how
different types of transients are included and weighted, and this
could lead to some uncertainty. This aspect is considered later
on in section 3.
So far transient phenomena have been generically
considered; the classification proposed in [13] is reported for
the discussion:
 (Type 1) unusual sudden tractive efforts with packet-like
current absorptions may trigger oscillations in the
onboard filter and thus in the pantograph current Ip, but
with negligible effect on Vp, due to the low short circuit
impedance of the network;
 (Type 2) change over to an adjacent supply section
connected to a different substation, while passing under
a supply gap (the equivalent for dc of a neutral section
for ac systems) and producing a Vp step change;
 (Type 3) pantograph bounces disconnect the sliding
contact from the contact wire for a few ms, depending
on several factors (speed, mechanical performance of the
pantograph frame and dampers, catenary oscillations,
ice); this produces a step change of absorbed current Ip
and a spike like change of Vp; Vp is namely determined
by the free response of the on-board circuitry for the
short time interval during which the pantograph is
detached from the catenary; it is remembered also that
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current conduction still occurs through the plasma at the
pantograph-contact wire interface and this represents an
increase of the supply resistance, thus explaining the Vp
steep but limited increase;
 (Type 4) change of the operating conditions and of the
spectrum of current emissions of onboard converters
due to wheel slip, internal control rules, driving style and
applied torque, etc.
The next section is dedicated to the calculation methods and
their settings to identify and evaluate these phenomena in terms
of amplitude, spectral distribution and frequency of occurrence.
3. CALCULATION METHODS AND PARAMETERS
Without a fundamental frequency for the definition of
harmonics, all the narrowband components are relevant for the
calculation of the supply distortion. The distortion is thus put in
relationship to ripple, defined below and particularly
appropriate for the evaluation of the traction supply voltage.
The attention is on the pantograph voltage, even if the
considered methods may be applied to the pantograph current
as well. The ripple index defined below is a measure of the
perceived quality applicable to dc networks [13][14]. Some types
of transients and their influence on the spectral properties are
then considered. The subject reveals to be particularly
interesting also for the relationship with the interference to
signalling systems, in particular if the variable of interest
becomes the pantograph current. In any case a distorted
pantograph voltage reflects in a distorted pantograph current if
the locomotive can be considered simply as a passive load at
those frequencies.
3.1. Ripple and useful voltage

Ripple is defined as the variation of a quantity about its
steady state value during steady electric system operation [3].
Ripple is interpreted often as a periodic variation around the
steady state dc value, but not necessarily so [15][16]: some
components are related to steady periodic sources (harmonics
of rectifiers and inverters [17]-[19] in steady conditions), but
others are caused by transients (interpreted as aperiodic
phenomena of limited duration).
The expressions defined in [20] are briefly summarized.
Given the q(t) quantity (in this case the pantograph voltage Vp),
the peak-to-peak value qpp over mT samples interval is the exact
ripple index, RI, that is the maximum peak-to-peak value over a
given time interval, and is given by
q pp ,T  max q[ n ]  q[ n  m  mT ] .
n ,m

(1)

If a spectrum-based approach is followed, a sliding DFT
over a time window T is computed giving the spectrum Q[k]
[21][22].
RI is then calculated as the sum of the components of the
set Kthr, containing values of the index k with corresponding
component Q[k] with amplitude larger than a given threshold
thr; Sum-of-Amplitudes (SA) and Sum-of-Amplitudes-andPhases (SAP) rules, as given in [20]
q DFT ,T , SA   Q[ k ]
(2a)
kK thr

and
q DFT ,T ,SAP 



Q[ k ] .

(2b)

kK thr
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The thr value must be carefully chosen not to leave out any
significant component and to keep the size of Kthr as low as
possible; normally a 0.1 % relative to the nominal voltage is
already a conservative choice, provided that full-scale is
correctly set. Lower values may be used in the presence of
many spectral components, but only in case of a background
noise that is located well below. The purpose of thr is to “clean”
the spectrum, ruling out all spectral components other than the
relevant ones not to artificially magnify the resulting RI value.
Holding these assumptions a lower thr value, such as 0.01 %
used in the next figures, represents only a more cautious choice,
but does not change the result.
An overlap factor p of 0.5 was shown to adequately track
signal dynamics and is compatible in terms of minimum
correlation for the large part of used windows. In [13] it is
shown that the two indexes differ slightly and therefore only SA
will be considered in the following.
Uav,u is the index that is evaluated to assess the adequacy of
the infrastructure (power supply network) to the prescribed
performance of the circulating rolling stock and concerns only
the average value, while the proposed RI takes account in a
similar way of the other spectrum components. For 3 kV dc
railways the minimum Uav,u is set to 2800 V for high speed lines
and 2700 V for conventional lines.
3.2. Periodic phenomena

With similarity to harmonics in ac railways, periodic
phenomena in dc railways are related to the commutation of
static converters either at substations (6-pulse and 12-pulse
diode rectifiers) or on-board (the front-end choppers have a
switching frequency of some hundreds Hz, possibly changing in
discrete steps for variable operating conditions; the conducted
emissions of traction drives may leak back to the dc line,
appearing as sixth multiples of the motor stator frequency
and/or higher components around the PWM switching
frequency). Changes to the operating conditions, such as a
change of speed and thus of mechanical rotational speed, may
occur leading to a Type 4 transient, highly dependent on the
type of locomotive and the adopted modulations and control
schemes.
The requirements on frequency resolution df (and thus on
the time window duration T) are set by several national
standards for evaluation of interference to signalling, still
following a DFT approach. In this case df is set to 1 Hz [12] or
slightly larger and the average of successive spectra may be
required; the spectrum is extended up to some kHz, 3600 Hz
for the Italian case. The most modern approach envisaged by
the recent CLC/TS 50238-2 [23] is that of using a bank of
band-pass filters followed by an integral calculation of the rms
value [24].
It is also underlined that a coarser frequency resolution
allows fast tracking of transient components. Being the relevant
components for interference located in the higher portion of
the frequency axis, a df of e.g. 5 Hz leads to a few % frequency
resolution and allows a 200 ms base time resolution, that can be
further reduced by means of overlap.
3.3. Aperiodic transients

The complex scenario of variable operating conditions,
position of the rolling stock and the possibility of local unstable
conditions of traction converters located on different nearby
vehicles, give rise to a wide set of transients. As already pointed
out in the classification given in section 2, transients of the
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pantograph voltage and/or current may occur due to the inrush
current of the vehicle filter, pantograph bounces, wheel slipping
and sliding, etc. The aim is twofold: identifying transients
during the measurements of conducted emissions on the
pantograph current (subject to the values of the analysis
parameters set by the standards for interference to track
circuits) and during the evaluation of the useful voltage (with
much less constraints on the parameters settings). Broadly
speaking the former may require a finer frequency resolution to
match with the bandwidth and operating frequency range of the
victim track circuits and related limit prescriptions. The latter is
mostly influenced by slow variations, such as those experienced
while moving at the end of a supply section, farthest from the
substation (as it will be commented for Figure 1 at points (1)
and (2)); the analysis can be made with a less demanding
frequency resolution and thus a finer time resolution.
A 10 Hz frequency resolution will be normally used in the
following, accompanied by a 50 % (or 75 %) overlap.
4. REAL CASES
Recordings taken on the Italian 3 kV dc railway lines are
considered to evaluate the RI, to identify the transients, their
spectral characteristics and their influence on the Uav,u and in
general on the spectrum components. The following
subsections are aimed at evaluating the spectral properties of
transients and defining the best indexes to identify and isolate
the transients themselves.
4.1. Useful voltage and ripple index

The useful voltage has been computed from the measured
pantograph voltage Vp using a 1 s average interval (as
prescribed by the EN 50163 [5] and EN 50388 [2]) for various
test runs performed on different Italian lines (details are given
in the caption of Figure 1).
It is underlined that the Uav,u computation here includes all
the operating conditions of the train rather than only traction,
thus explaining the high overvoltages on the Chiusi-ArezzoOrte line, probably occurring during regenerative braking in
particular line conditions). The processed Vp recordings give
only in one case a useful voltage lower than the prescribed
limits [2], 2800 V and 2700 V, for high speed and conventional
interoperable dc lines. In the Arezzo-Chiusi-Orte recordings
some overvoltages are present, with a value much higher than
the indicated Umax3, the maximum non-permanent voltage as
per EN 50163. The observed overvoltages last for one or two
average samples, so they have a time duration nearly equal to or
lower than 1 s and thus fall under the category of transient
overvoltages.
A 10 min profile of Vp and Ip is shown in Figure 2, together
with the SA index, that differs from the one computed in [13]
for the lower threshold thr (0.01 %, rather than 0.1 %) and the
use of 75 % overlap. This recording shows quite a regular
profile of current absorption and the large step changes in Vp
are due to supply gaps (Type 1 transient). The Vp box-like
increase (3) is probably due to a particular arrangement
approaching a station, confirmed by the decrease of Ip at the
end of the recording.
A fairly constant high value Ip profile represents
medium/high speed travelling on straight lines with rare stops,
such as on main lines. Even in this case pantograph bounces,
wheel slip/slide and transitions in the operating conditions can
produce transients with effects visible in the voltage and current
spectra.
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Figure 1. Uav,u for runs of different duration: Arezzo‐Chiusi‐Orte (black), Torino‐Modane (blue), Gemona‐Tarvisio (green), Genova‐Ventimiglia (red/brown).

Figure 2 is referred to a heavy loaded line, with the absorbed
current in the range of 1700-1800 A, corresponding to an
absorbed power of about 5.8 to 6.3 MW. The corresponding
voltage ripple is however limited to about 2 %, occurring only
at some time intervals. At point (4) RI has a step-like reduction,
not only due to the increase in Vp dc value, but also due to
lower supply impedance.
Figure 3 (with the same overlap and thr values of Figure 2)
shows an interval of lightly loaded operations with the RI that is
nearly half that of Figure 1, as the reduced absorbed current
implies. Moreover the pantograph voltage is at the maximum
values compatible with the 3 kV dc system [5] (the test run
began close to a supply substation of a normally highly loaded
line, so regulated for the maximum allowed no-load voltage); in
this case the RI normalized by its value is further reduced. It is
interesting to note that in the first 100 s, characterized by a
negligible RI, time-varying harmonics are populating the
spectrum (see section 4.2).
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Figure 2. Ripple Index: SA curve for a 10 min test run.
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4.2. Spectral components

When major transients are not visible in the time domain
waveforms, this does not imply that other types of transients
may be present. These transients are mainly of Type 1
(bounded to the low frequency range) or Type 4 (occurring
over the entire frequency interval).
Figure 5 through 6 show the spectra at low frequency and
around one of the PWM bands of the traction drive for an
apparently almost constant RI interval (corresponding to
t*=5.8 s in Figure 2). Low frequency broadband components
due to leakage often cover important changes to high frequency
components of smaller amplitude. Transients of this kind
produce several components that may be the reason for noncompliance with signalling interference limits [23] during
dedicated tests and must be correctly weighted in the overall
operating profile of the converter under test [25]. Leakage at
very low frequency occurs because of the non-stationary nature
of supply voltage fluctuations. The best tool to identify and to
track spectrum occupation is the time-frequency spectrogram.
Figure 5 reports the spectrum of the pantograph current, to
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Figure 3. Ripple Index: SA curve for a 17 min test run.
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identify the spectrum components more easily; the components
of the pantograph voltage spectrum are immediately related to
them by the line impedance seen at the pantograph. In Figure
5a two components at 150 and 490 Hz definitely increase after
t*, besides an evident frequency leakage below 80 Hz; zero
stuffing is used in Figure 5a to enhance the frequency
resolution down to 5 Hz, identifying the peculiar behaviour
below 80 Hz probably due to the resonant free response of the
on-board filter, but surely influenced by the frequency leakage
of the dc component. For the aim of reducing the latter it is
advisable to subtract an estimate of the dc component, bringing
the analysed signal down to zero mean. In Figure 5b at higher
frequency the dotted and solid black spectra at or after t*
prevail, showing an increase also of high frequency
components. Two components are almost fix, 300 Hz
(substation) and 560 Hz (on-board chopper).
The raw Fourier spectra need to be pre-processed before
being used for the RI calculation and other computations, since
the background noise components may largely influence an
overall index like RI or the total rms; a threshold needs to be
assigned to zero out the components below it. When evaluating
broad peaks with a fine frequency resolution, peak isolation is
necessary to avoid counting them more than once, including
lateral components due to leakage. These techniques have
already been successfully applied to the processing of

recordings of electromagnetic field intensity on-board rolling
stock [26]. However the use of a threshold, overlap percentage
and peak isolation is prone to large deviations, as it is evident,
by comparing the results in Figure 2 with the preliminary results
reported in [13]. It is however recognized that the RI index is a
useful tool to locate various types of transients on the time-axis
for further processing and analysis.
From a graphical point of view, the time-frequency
representation of Fourier spectra is an effective tool. Transients
and time-varying components leave a clear signature in the
Fourier spectra computed by Short Time Fourier Transform, or
spectrogram. As it is known, the spectrogram is subject to the
same constraint on the frequency and time resolution of the
basic Fourier analysis.
The steady characteristic harmonics at 300 Hz, 600 Hz and
900 Hz may be easily seen in Figure 4(a); other steady noncharacteristic harmonics at 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 150 Hz are
located in the lower part of the frequency range. A comb
pattern of harmonics referred to a fundamental around 280 Hz
is also present (280 Hz, 560 Hz, 840 Hz, 1120 Hz), that
increases with increasing speed and reaches approximately
460 Hz, 940 Hz, 1400 Hz, 1860 Hz after 30 s; the estimated
rate of rise is thus 6 Hz/s. This is evidently the emission of a
traction static converter during acceleration and represents a
typical Type 4 transient.
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Figure 5. Analysis of transient behaviour at t*=5.8 s: (a) low frequency, with
base and enhanced frequency resolution; (b) high frequency.
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(b)
Figure 4. Spectrogram in dBV: (a) low frequency harmonics are artificially
compressed to highlight time‐varying harmonics; (b) typical non‐stationary
PWM signature from a different test run.
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Figure 7. Spectrogram: transient waveform and Fourier spectra before
(dashed), at (solid) and after (dotted) the transient (20 ms time step).

overlap ensures a 20 ms time step and a uniform increase of
spectrum components by about 30 %. Smaller time steps can be
used simply increasing the overlap to 75 % (10 ms) or 90 %
(4 ms). With the latter time step and the base 25 Hz resolution,
also the single pantograph voltage spike can be detected and
correctly processed with acceptable “dilution” over the 40 ms
window.
The analysis is repeated for another transient with a finer
frequency resolution and a better time axis representation
(Figure 9). The 300 Hz component is visible as the main ripple
term both in time and frequency domains; the grey circles
identify a three-by-three pattern due to the 100 Hz component.
The transient occurring at 15.25 ms produces the broad
spectrum shown in heavy black, but the extinction of the
transient in about 1 ms is followed by the free response of the
on-board filter, that lasts for about 10 ms, modifying the regular
pattern of 300 Hz and 100 Hz components (see the two grey
arrows on the following two 300 Hz cycles) and produces the
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The spectrogram in Figure 4a also shows two vertical lines at
40 and 80 s, corresponding to transients of Type 2 or 3. In
Figure 4b the high frequency pattern of the PWM modulation
of a variable speed drive, probably the traction drive, is also
clearly visible. The components are located symmetrically
around the higher central component. The evolution versus
time follows the operating conditions of the rolling stock, i.e.
speed and tractive effort. This type of emissions, also of Type 4,
is particularly relevant when interference to signalling is
concerned. Limits for track circuits are expressed with a bandpass approach and non-stationary components may fall inside
the susceptibility band [10][23][24].
The spectrogram is particularly useful in detecting such
transients if a trade-off between frequency and time axis
resolution is reached. Post-processing of the amplitude and
graphical presentation can ease visual detection.
Two transients have been selected and further analysed in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 with a frequency resolution of 25 Hz
(40 ms time window) and overlap of 50 %; the overlap is
necessary not only to track time varying components, but also
to artificially increase the time axis resolution.
The periodicity of about 200 Hz, visible in Figure 8, is
related to the two peaks at about 5-6 ms in Figure 7; on the
contrary the single peak of Figure 6 produces a flat spectrum.
In both cases the transient components mask the characteristic
harmonics, such as 300 Hz.
The last plot, in Figure 8 is obtained with a 90 % overlap, so
that the time step is only 4 ms; it is possible to distinguish the
spectra before and after the transient event (dashed and dotted
black curves), the spectra just at the beginning and the end of it
(solid black curves) and during the transient itself (grey curves).
Overlapping and zero stuffing can improve the time axis
resolution, ensuring transient detection; based on normal
transient durations (2 to 10 ms), a 25 Hz resolution with 50 %
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Figure 6. Spectrogram: transient waveform and Fourier spectra before
(dashed), at (solid) and after (dotted) the transient (20 ms time step).
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Figure 8. Spectrogram (same as Figure 7): spectra before (dashed black),
partially including (solid black), centred at (solid grey) and after (dotted
black) the transient (4 ms time step).
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constraints on the time resolution, suggest the use of a wavelet
representation for transients of Type 1, 2 and 3.
The Discrete Time Wavelet Transform (DTWT) is at the
moment preferred for its simplicity with respect to the
Continuous Wavelet Transform, notwithstanding the better
performances of the latter in terms of time and frequency
resolution [27]. Transients in Vp are detected, by applying a
threshold to the details dk, and classified, by deriving an
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transient spectrum components indicated by the black arrows.
The spectrum components during the transient are
predominant up to about 500 Hz, with an amplitude increase of
approximately 10 dB.
Another uncommon type of transient is related to the
stability of the supply frequency which, for dc traction systems
supplied by the national grids, is 50 Hz in Europe and 60 Hz in
a few other countries (e.g. Japan, Korea, United States, etc.).
The analysis of the Arezzo-Chiusi-Orte recordings looking for
Type 2 or Type 3 transients revealed a temporary shift of
substation characteristic harmonics due to a supply frequency
change, as shown in Figure 10.
In Figure 10a the Vp waveform and the RI curve are shown
only for reference.
The spectrogram in Figure 10b using a logarithmic
frequency scale reveals repeated low frequency transients of
moderate amplitude, indicated by the repeated dark and clear
vertical lines, extending up to about the 50 Hz component. The
most relevant transients at 101.0 s and 101.4 s extend above it,
up to the 100 Hz component.
The linear scale in Figure 10c reveals a frequency shift of all
substation characteristic harmonics that can be led back to a
significant change of the 50 Hz supply frequency of nearly
0.7 Hz (estimated from the higher order harmonics, where the
frequency shift is proportionally larger and more easily
evaluated). This event is quite uncommon for the observed
relevance and the effect is a shift of various substation
characteristic harmonics that might fall inside the operating
frequency intervals of signalling devices. Frequency stability is
not further considered here; a complete discussion of this topic
for ac traction supplies can be found in [6][28], where the
variations of the fundamental are however much smaller with a
span in the order of 0.1 Hz.
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The considerations on the classical Fourier analysis of
section 4.2, with the frequency resolution chosen with
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Figure 9. Spectrogram: transient waveform and Fourier spectra before
(dashed) and at (solid) the transient (10 ms time step, 50 % overlap); the
arrows in the time domain trace identify a change in the regular pattern of
the 100 Hz and 300 Hz components, the three arrows in the frequency
domain spectrum identify the frequency intervals where the effect of the
transient is evident.
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c)
Figure 10. In a) the pantograph voltage, Vp (top) and the Ripple Index, RI
(bottom). In b) and c) the spectrogram in dBV (10 Hz frequency resolution,
75 % overlap) in logarithmic and linear frequency scale respectively.
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Table 1. Frequency axis location of wavelets.
Wavelet type
db1

db3

db5

dt [μs]

160

160

160

fc1 [Hz]

3113

2500

2083

fc2 [Hz]

1556

1250

1042

fc3 [Hz]

778.2

625

520.7

fc4 [Hz]

389.1

312.5

260.4

fc5 [Hz]

194.6

156.3

130.2
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4250
4200
4150
4100
Voltage [V]

empirical characterization of amplitude and oscillations in each
detail. Figure 11 shows an example of a Type 3 transient at
70.29 s; a pantograph bounce is superimposed on the steady Vp
ripple of substation harmonics (an interpretation of the main
ripple components visible in the time domain waveform was
done after Figure 9).
The details d3 and d4 show the 300 Hz ripple, that is absent
from the adjacent details. Wavelet details can be interpreted as
band-pass channels with a centre frequency that, for DTWT, is
determined by a geometric ratio. The basic frequency fb is
determined by the sampling frequency and by the type of the
wavelet; the centre frequency values at each scale a (and detail)
are readily determined as fb/2a. Details not interested by the
substation ripple are the candidates for the transient detection
(see Table 1). The best mother wavelet is then selected by
considering the correct band apportioning, the amplitude of the
peaks appearing in the details and the accuracy of their time
location. Many mother wavelets produce almost identical results
[13]; the comparison is carried out by analysing the frequency
behaviour of the examined wavelets. In the following “db” will
stand for Daubechies and “sym” for Symlet.
The values reported in Table 1 are referred to a sampling
time of 160 μs, eight times slower than the original sampling
time. To cover a wider frequency interval, a lower value is
needed and a larger number of details, thus increasing the
computational effort.
It is remembered that pantograph bounces trigger the free
response of the on-board filter, located in the lower portion of
the frequency axis (see Figure 9), and modify temporarily the
conducted emissions of the on-board converters, so that they
represent a relevant event for the evaluation of interference to
signalling circuits, in particular in the low and medium
frequency intervals.
In [28] the db4/db6 and db8/db10 were found the best
choices for fast and slow transients, but for ac industrial supply
networks. Two wavelets (db3 and db5) are tested first and the
results are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
Low order wavelets may be not suitable to track all the
variations of the analysed signal, but they feature a slightly
larger peak amplitude in the low order details and a nonoscillating behaviour, thus ensuring a better time axis location
of the crossing of the chosen threshold value and a nonambiguous behaviour (see Figure 14 for a db1 wavelet applied
to the same signal trace). Without showing the results in the
caption of Figure 14 it is stated that the results are practically
identical to those obtained with “sym1” and “Haar” wavelets.
Given the use of discrete values to define the latter, the same is
highly indicated to reduce the required computational effort
and implement a real-time function.
Setting the sampling frequency to a higher value (25 kHz,
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Figure 11. Vp transient analysed with db3, 5 levels.

four times larger than the previous one used to derive Table 1
and Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13), transients with a steep
rise time and a time duration limited to one or few milliseconds
may be detected more effectively (as shown in Figure 15, that
corresponds to Figure 13 in [13]). Such a sampling time moves
all the five details on a band above the main characteristic
harmonics, being fc5 located at 778 Hz.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper a range of transients typical of dc
railway systems are considered and classified for their time and
frequency behaviour. The target of the analysis is the evaluation
of the power quality perceived at the pantograph voltage, but
also the identification and location on the time axis of
transients, that are relevant for interference to signalling circuits
and thus for interoperability. The use of spectrogram and
wavelets is proposed for the location of pantograph bounces on
long records, that amount to many Gigabytes of data and
cannot be inspected manually; wavelets types and the behaviour
of the details were tested based on real signals. The results
available in the literature, that advise the optimal settings for
wavelet analysis, are almost always referred to ac distribution
networks in industrial systems, while a dc railway system
represent a peculiar case study. Very simple mother wavelets,
such as a Daubechies or Symlet of order 1 or the Haar wavelet,
seem preferable (in particular the latter), if accurate time axis
location and fast computing are the main requisites.
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Figure 13. Vp transient of Figure 8: db3, 5 levels.
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